
Teijo – More than 17.000 machines sold.

 
Why use a water-based cleaning method?
Requirements for speed and efficincy as well as increasingly stringent envionmental regulations 
have led to a solution where it is worth making the transition from solvent cleaning to safer wa-
ter-based cleaning methods. 
Alkaline cleaning using a TEIJO cleaning machine is an efficient and economical method.

Compontet cleaning machines.
The TEIJO cleaning machines clean components automatically in a cleaning camber where rotaing 
spray piping sprays hot wasing fluid onto the components being washed.

Closed fluid circulation.
TEIJO cleaning machines circulate the washing fluid in a closed system, filter it and reuse it.

  
  Teijo cleaning machines

Application Products Benefit

Compontent cleaning 
before welding,  
removing anti-corrosive 
agents before machining, 
cleaning machined compo-
nents, maintance.

Multi-Stage machine
Model :  
C-1000-22SS up to C-2600-33SS

Water-based washing fluid in a 
TEIJO cleaning machine provides an 
optimal, efficient and
financial result

This machine type is 
suitable for conpontent 
cleaning

1 stage machine 
Size: 800-2600 mm 
High standard: Up to 1200 mm.
Model:  
C-800-SS up to C-2600-SS
Pneumatic door

TEIJO cleaning machines  
circulate the washing fluid  
(water and 2-5 % alkaline  
cleaning agent) in a closed  
system, filter it and reuse it.

Compontent cleaning 
before welding,  
removing anti-corrosive 
agents before machining, 
cleaning machined compo-
nents, maintance.

2-3 stage Machines 
Multi stage machines.
Size: 1000-2600 mm 
High standard:  Up to 1200 mm .
Stage : 2-3 or 4.
C-1000-22SS up to C-2600-33SS.

Water-based surface treatment and 
degreasing in a TEIJO cleaning ma-
chine provides an optimal, efficent 
and eco-frindly result.



Du har emnerne - PERS GROUP har kemi og maskinløsningerne

  Teijo cleaning machines

Applications Product Benefit

Compact machine design 
with water tank under the 
machine

2 Stage cleaning machine
EVO, multimachines 
Size : 1600-2000 mm 
High standard: Op til 1200 mm 
Stage: 2 stage.
Model:
C-1600-22HSS-EVO - C-2000-22HSS-EVO

Compact 2 stage maching.

This machine type is sui-
table for cleaning compo-
nents: 
Cleaning machined parts 
and components. 
Removing anti rust agents  

Top Loading machines 
Size: 600-1150 mm 
High standard: up to 950 mm 
stage: 1 stage.
Model:
TL-650-SS up to TL-1150-SS

TEIJO cleaning machines rinse and 
degrease compontents in a closed 
chamber.
Excellent cleaning results.

Tunnel cleaning machines 
(KT-serie)  designed to partl 
that require large capacity 
and the machine is  
equipped with one
carrier running
through the machine.

Tunnel cleaning machines Tunnel- cleaning machines are  
designed equipped according to 
the customer’s specifications.

All Spare parts for TEIJO 
machines

Spare Parts 
Spare parts for all TEIJO machines

Please see the entire spare parts 
catalogue 


